Series: People of the Book
September 3, 2017
Message – “Obey the Word to Experience God’s Best”
Psalm 119



Because it alone defines _________________



Because it alone has the power to deliver us from
_______

Big idea: Knowing what to do is important. Doing what we know to
do is more important. Let’s be doers of the Word.
I. Facts to know about the Book
A. The Bible was written over a period of _______years; by some
_____ human authors, it’s _____ books in ___.
B. The Bible was originally written in ____ different languages:
_____________, _______________, ________________

C. The Bible is to be ________________ above all else

C. The chapter and verses were added to English Bibles in
_______ and _______ AD

1. Three things we need to do:

II. A Book like no other



__________ the Word – _________ it for all it’s worth



______________ the Word – ________________ no
matter the cost



_______________ the Word – ____________ to
experience blessing

A. The Bible is __________, ___________, and _____________
B. The Bible alone is our ___________ authority
1. The Bible in _____________ with the culture
 In _____________ – let the Scripture push back

2. One warning and one promise

 In _____________ – reject the Scripture

 The warning of ___________________

 In ____________________ – adopt a changing
interpretation while trying to hold on to one’s faith
2. The __________________ of truth is God’s Word…


Because it alone was ___________________ by God



Because that is what _________________ taught

 The Promise of ___________________

II.


Because it alone never ___________________

What we take away…
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Because it alone defines _________________



Because it alone has the power to deliver us from
_______

Big idea: Knowing what to do is important. Doing what we know to
do is more important. Let’s be doers of the Word.
I. Facts to know about the Book
D. The Bible was written over a period of _______years; by some
_____ human authors, it’s _____ books in ___.
E. The Bible was originally written in ____ different languages:
_____________, _______________, ________________
F. The chapter and verses were added to English Bibles in
_______ and _______ AD
II. A Book like no other

F. The Bible is to be ________________ above all else
1. Three things we need to do:


__________ the Word – _________ it for all it’s worth



______________ the Word – ________________ no
matter the cost



_______________ the Word – ____________ to
experience blessing

D. The Bible is __________, ___________, and _____________
E. The Bible alone is our ___________ authority
3. The Bible in _____________ with the culture
 In _____________ – let the Scripture push back
 In _____________ – reject the Scripture

2. One warning and one promise
 The warning of ___________________

 In ____________________ – adopt a changing
interpretation while trying to hold on to one’s faith
4. The __________________ of truth is God’s Word…


Because it alone was ___________________ by God



Because that is what _________________ taught

 The Promise of ___________________

III. What we take away…


Because it alone never ___________________

